
May 2023 V10 Workspace Changes 

DGN Libraries 
Modified ODOT_ Features_Annotations_Levels_Elem Temp.dgnlib. to adjust five element templates to 
change the color from ByLevel (Blue) to Red to match feature styles from V8i: HY_Culvert_CL_P, 
HY_Ditch_P, HY_Ditch_Irr_P, HY_Pipe_CL_P, and HY_Waterway_CL_P. 

Added Surv_P_Line and RW_P_Line feature definitions, feature symbologies, annotation groups (based 
upon CL and Main) and annotation definitions for complex geometries composed of PIs only. 

 

Added annotation for POB and POE to Surv_ and RW_ alignment feature definitions - justification and to 
add N & E below the label line. 

 

Modified ODOT_Text Favorites_Text Styles_Dimension Styles.dgnlib to add three text favorites:  

RW Coordinates, based upon Begin Coordinates -eEdited to provide a decimal after the E and N, then a 
space, then a coordinate value with 3 decimal place precision and a thousands comma separator. RW 
Coordinates is used to annotate the coordinates at the POB and POE. 

PI Station w/Align - RW - uses Point properties instead of Linear properties; is used in Annotation Groups 
for P_Lines. 

PI Station w/Align Coordinates - RW used for manually using Place Label (Text Favorite) to annotate an 
angle point on an alignment with curves. 



 

References 
Modified cache_tse.dgn to remove a duplicate titleblock cell in the 11x17 EXAMPLE A02 - 
TITLESHTTBLOCK_SHTA02. 

Template Library 
In ODOT_ORD_Seed.itl the ODOT options for affixes were accidentally dropped with the February 
update.  The _L and _R affixes were restored. 

 

  



April 2023 V10 Workspace Changes 

Cell Libraries 
In ODOT.cel - Changed priority of all elements in AccompBybox and NotForConsbox to 100 so the 
elements show on top of the masking around the title block. Added A_AhSurface from Bridge.cel.  

In Bridge.cel - Removed A_AhSurface (to ODOT.cel) and deleted T_Extg Bent Numbers_MP. Added new 
cell M_TimberPileSection; renamed T_Extg Bent Numbers_Stations to T_BentNumbers. There were other 
changes to line style scale and priority to 12 other cells. 

In ADA_Detail.cel - Added from Road.cel: ADACurbRampProj_Archive - renamed from 
ADACurbRampProj_TSht; ADAProgram_TSht - changed level to P_RDWY_PLAN_NotesTx, changed color 
to green (2); ElevPt - changed level to P_RDWY_PLAN_Detail; ElevPt_PF - changed level to 
P_RDWY_PLAN_Detail. Added new cells, ConstNote - for use on curb ramp detail sheets, 
CurbRamp_Title - curb ramp construction control point and note, RampNo - for labeling curb ramp 
number, ScaleBar_5, ScaleBar_10, TitleBlk_Box2 – a second set of titleblock boxes to accommodate a 
second set of curb ramps on one sheet, and Vicinity_Desig – vicinity designator title. 

In Road.cel – Deleted ElevPt, ElevPt_PF, ADACurbRampProj_PlanSht, ADACurbRampProj_TSht, 
ADAProgram_PlanSht, and ADAProgram_TSht. Revised Brksym to look more like other break symbols in 
workspace and changed level to P_RDWY_PLAN_General. Revised Profgridfull_DP, Profgridlesshalf_DP, 
& Profilegridhalf_DP grid lines to transparency of 70. Changed description of Railrr to correct the 
abbreviation for railroad (RR). Scaled Rebarsym to a diameter of ½”, to mimic #4 rebar based on 1:1 
scale. 

DGN Libraries 

ODOTRibbon.dgnlib was modified to provide a Website group on the ODOT>Tools ribbon workflow. The 
“EAST” drop down button opens your default browser to the EAST Home Page, the EAST (seemingly 
endless) PDF List, or the QuickStart web page for the Bentley CAD application that you currently have 
open! 

 

The ODOT Roadway ribbon workflow had several changes: 

The “Legend Items” group was moved from the Layout (Designer Tools) tab to the Curb Ramp Details tab 
and the buttons for Tactile DGS Line 1 ft, Tactile DGC Line 2 ft, and Detectable Warning Surface were 
transferred to the “Legend Items” group from the “Layout Aids” group. A new Curb Ramp Sheet Setup 
tab was created with a “Sheet Setup” group containing buttons to place cells on a curb ramp sheet. 

 



 

Other changes to the Curb Ramp Details tab included removing the Wheelchair Design Vehicle from the 
“Theoretical or Calculated Lines” group (it is still in the “Layout Aides” group on the Layout (Designer 
Tools) tab) and removing the “Titleblock Note” group. So that everything fits well, the “Utilities” group 
was collapsed and displays as a drop down button. 

 

ENGsystem 
Configured WorkSpaceSetup.cfg to configure OpenBridge Modeler. OBM Preference Seeds were added 
to the WorkSpace. 

References 
In Cache_tse.dgn the red-colored Curb Ramp Program Logo (cell named ADAProgram_PlanSht) was 
replaced with the newly developed green-colored cell named ADAProgram_TSht. 

In Structure_cache.dgn added "scale text (construction class)"; changed a model name, deleted a 
model, added a "Slab Keyway" detail, edited some descriptions. 

Seed Files 
Added OpenBridge_Seed3d.dgn, to a new OpenBridge sub-folder. 

Standards CFG 
Modified ODOT_Standards.cfg to configure OpenBridge Modeler to use a product-specific DGN seed 
file. When using OpenBridge Modeler outside of ProjectWise, the New File button will set the seed file 
to ODOT_Standards\Seed\OpenBridge\OpenBridge_Seed3d.dgn. Also added website variables for use in 
selecting the appropriate QuickStart page from the ODOT ribbon workflow Website group. 

In ODOT_CONNECT.cfg, added a variable to set Bridge_Organization_Name to ODOT_Bridge_Standards, 
and to include the new ODOT_Bridge_Standards.cfg file for OpenBridge Modeler from the 
ODOT_Bridge_Standards folder structure.  



March 2023 V10 Workspace Changes 

DGN Libraries 
ODOTRibbon.dgnlib was modified to change the ODOT Roadway ribbon workflow. Under the “Notes” 
tab, on the right side of the ribbon, added a new ribbon group titled “Revisions” with two buttons: 
Revision Block – places the “Rev_Block” cell and Revision Triangle – places the “Rev_Triangle” cell. 

 

Modified ODOT_ Features_Annotations_Levels_Elem 
Temp.dgnlib to change names of Existing_Contours-Triangles 
and Existing_Contours-Triangles-Oversampling to 
Survey_Contours-Triangles and  Survey_Contours-Triangles-
Oversampling for Element Templates, Feature Symbology and 
Feature Definitions. The “Survey” terrain feature definitions use 
different symbology that what is expected on plans. Terrain 
deliverables from Survey will use "Existing" feature definitions, 
while terrains that are in process of survey work will use the 
"Survey" terrain feature definitions. Also changed the 
CalculatedFeatureSettings for contours for the two “Survey” 
terrain feature definitions to set specific colors and to toggle off 
the display of contour elevation text. 

Also, in ODOT_ Features_Annotations_Levels_Elem 
Temp.dgnlib, assigned the Profile Intersection element template 
of "Modeling>Points>Intersecting Profile" to Feature 
Symbologies>Profile>Miscellaneous>Model_DNC5 through 
Model_DNC8, and to Linear>Miscellaneous>Model_DNC5 
through Model_DNC8 - to make them display similarly to 
Draft_DNC. This was a fix to meet the originally intended 
symbology. 

Changes were made to two drawing-type models in 
ODOT_All_sheets.dgnlib. In Plan Long Inch 100 and Profile Long 
Inch 100 drawing-type models, the reference attachment settings were changed for Synchronize View to 
set it to Volume Only. This change will place level display control in PL or PF files for CAD Technicians. 



References 
In Cache_tse.dgn, updated both Standard Drawing lists.  There were multiple revisions throughout 
both lists to correct misalignments with the currently published standard drawings. 
On A01 11x17 example sheet: Deleted "ADA CURB RAMP PILOT PROGRAM PROJECT" cell. Added newer 
ADA Program Logo in the correct position. Deleted duplicate elements on A01 example sheet. 

WorkSet CFG Files (ProjectWise Only) 
Modified four 4 WorkSet template CFG files (K#####.cfg, ####_#####.cfg, M#####.cfg (basic & full)) to 
comment out the line that sets MS_SEEDFILES, because seed file separation by product sub-folder is 
interfering with setting the Model Seed in ProjectWise when the CAD software is open. This change 
affects new projects in ProjectWise only. Report the inability to select a model seed in active projects for 
a fix. 
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